FACULTY OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

ADDRESS:
48, Moika Emb., 11 building, St.-Petersburg, Russia, 191186
Tel/fax: (812) 312 22 28, email: decanat_ppf@inbox.ru

Dean - Viktor Vasilyevich Semikin
Honored worker of higher education of Russian Federation, Vice-President of the Federation of Educational Psychologists of Russia, Doctor of Psychology, Professor
Tel/fax: (812) 571 92 95, email: semikin@herzen.spb.ru

DEPARTMENTS (including academic area of specialization):
Department of Human Psychology
• Integrative approach to human psychology and social interaction
Department of Psychology of Development and Education
• Psychological problems of human development and education
Department of Clinical Psychology
• Psychological basics of students' health problems prevention
• Psychological facilitation of medical rehabilitation process
Department of Methods of Psychological Knowledge
• Complex research of spiritual and moral development of contemporary youth
• Research of human psychology in contemporary informational environment
Department of Organizational Psychology
• Contemporary problems of organizational psychology
• Psychology of professionalism
Department of Psychological Support
• Theoretical and methodological aspects of counseling and psychological assistance
  • Psychological assistance in crisis and extreme situations
  **Department of Pedagogy**
  • Integrative open developmental systems of continuing pedagogical education
  • Theory of school education
  **Department of Social Pedagogy**
  • Integrative open developmental systems of continuing pedagogical education
  • Social work in multicultural environment

The Faculty trains **undergraduate students** in the following areas:

**Bachelor Degree Programs**
Psychology
Psychology and Pedagogy Education (profile Psychology and Social Pedagogy)
Psychology and Pedagogy Education (profile Psychology of Education)
Social Work (profile Social protection and social service for families and children)

**Specialist Degree Programs**
Clinical Psychology (specialization in Clinical and psychological help to child and family)
Psychology of service activity
Pedagogy and psychology of deviant behavior

The Faculty trains **graduate students** in the following areas:
Programs for Master’s degree

Spiritual and moral education
Supplementary education of children
Adult education
Psychological safety in education and social interaction
Comparative education
Pedagogy of distant educational interaction
Pedagogical Anthropology
Monitoring of quality of education
Higher education
Pedagogical innovatica
Social and pedagogical technologies of development of reading skills
Psychological counseling
Social psychology
Organizational psychology
Psychology of informational systems
Social work in various fields of life-activities
Psychological and social support of various groups of people
Social pedagogy
Psychological safety in educational and social interaction
Psychological and pedagogical diagnostics of the development of personality
Psychological and pedagogical facilitation of professional education
Social psychology in education

Module EDUCATIONAL CONTENT AND LEARNING STRATEGIES FOR THE TWENTY FIRST CENTURY;

Course SOCIAL WORK WITH FAMILIES AND CHILDREN AT RISK IN MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT (in English, 2 credits). Course is available
during academic year 2012-2013 based on the completion of the group of the students;

Course ETHNIC AND CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY (in English, 2 credits). Course is available during academic year 2012-2013 based on the completion of the group of the students;

Course ACADEMIC WRITING FOR SPECIALISTS IN SOCIO-HUMANITARIAN SPHERE (academic course at Master’s program);

TRAINING OF CROSS-CULTURAL ADAPTATION (training program for students of various programs).

**International Partners:**

- Germany, University of Potsdam, Institute of Slavistics, scientific research project
- Germany, University of Marburg, Department of Pedagogy and Non-governmental organization “Wellenbrecher” (Dortmund), scientific research project
- Finland, Lahti University of Applied Sciences, project of Russian-Finnish seminar “Social Work in Multicultural Environment” at Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia, program of academic mobility (student exchange)
- Finland, Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences, Satakunta University of Applied Sciences, Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences, program of academic mobility (student exchange)
- Finland, Oulu University (Finland), participation in the project "Crossborder classroom"
- Finland, University of Central Ostrobothnia (Finland), preparation of distant parallel study program
- Finland, University of Turku, program of academic mobility (student exchange)
● Norway, University of Adger, “Pedagogical Practice”: supervision of student teachers during pedagogical practice

● USA, University of Northern Iowa, program of academic mobility (student exchange)

International projects and their coordinators:

● Germany, University of Potsdam, Institute of Slavistics, scientific research project “Regulation of Self-Presentation in Virtual Environment: Theory and Practice”
  Ludmila Aleksandrovna Regush, Doctor of Psychology, Professor, Chair of Psychology of Development and Education, tel/fax: (812) 312 22 28, email: schuger@mail.ru

● Germany, University of Marburg, Department of Pedagogy and Non-governmental organization “Wellenbrecher” (Dortmund), scientific research project “Culture shock and Socio-Pedagogical Facilitation of Teenagers”
  Svetlana Aleksandrovna Raschetina, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor, Chair of Social Pedagogy
tel/fax: (812) 570 08 62 email: svetlanaras@yandex.ru

● Finland, Lahti University of Applied Sciences
  1) Project of Russian-Finnish seminar “Social Work in Multicultural Environment” at Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia (participation of Finnish students and teachers in the project at Chair of Social Pedagogy)
  Yevgeniya Ivanovna Brazhnik, Head of the Chair of Social Pedagogy, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor
tel/fax: (812) 570 08 62, email: ev_brajnik@herzen.spb.ru
  2) Project of Academic Mobility (student exchange program at Lahti University of Applied Sciences)
Elvira Ildusovna Sundukova, candidate of sciences (Ph.D.) in Pedagogy, Associate Professor, Chair of Social Pedagogy, tel/fax: (812) 570 08 62, email: esundukova@yandex.ru

- **Finland, Kemi-Tornio University of Applied Sciences, Satakunta University of Applied Sciences, Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences**
  
  Project of Academic Mobility (student exchange program at Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia)

  Elvira Ildusovna Sundukova, candidate of sciences (Ph.D.) in Pedagogy, Associate Professor, Chair of Social Pedagogy, tel/fax: (812) 570 08 62, email: esundukova@yandex.ru

- **Finland, Oulu University**, participation in the project "Crossborder classroom" which aims to promote the quality and competitiveness of rural education by creating, testing and introducing the innovative models of operation.

  Yelena Vitalyevna Piskunova, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor, Chair of Pedagogy, tel/fax (812) 312 22 28, email: l_piskunova@mail.ru

- **Finland, University of Central Ostrobothnia**, preparation of distant parallel study program at Bachelor's program at University of Central Ostrobothnia for the students of Master's program “Pedagogical education” (Faculty of Psychology and Pedagogy)

  Yelena Vitalyevna Piskunova, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor, Chair of Pedagogy, tel/fax (812) 312 22 28, email: l_piskunova@mail.ru

- **Finland, University of Turku**, program of academic mobility “First” (student exchange). Coordinator at Faculty: Tatiana Leonidovna Smolina, Vice Dean for International Affairs, candidate of sciences (Ph.D.) in Psychology, Associate Professor, Chair of Human Psychology
(812) 312 22 28 email: tlsmolina@hotmail.com

- **Norway, University of Adger**, “Pedagogical Practice”: supervision of student teachers during pedagogical practice in Russian schools (co-operation with School No. 157)
  
  Yelena Vitalyevna Piskunova, Doctor of Pedagogy, Professor, Chair of Pedagogy, tel/fax (812) 312 22 28, email: l_piskunova@mail.ru

- **USA, University of Northern Iowa**, program of academic mobility (student exchange)
  
  Coordinator at Faculty: Tatiana Leonidovna Smolina, Vice Dean for International Affairs, candidate of sciences (Ph.D.) in Psychology, Associate Professor, Chair of Human Psychology
  
  (812) 312 22 28 email: tlsmolina@hotmail.com